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Abstract

For the guidance and the betterment of mankind, Allah has sent

messengers with his great messages in different ages. The major of them

are Quran and Bible. These are the most respectable and sacred books of

Muslims, Jews and Christians. Bible is not in itself a manuscript but a

collection of Testaments. A part from the Bible, which has revealed on

Jesus (A.S). It's real language has almost extinguished from the world.

So it is not justified to apply it on present Bibles, the title of God's

revealation, because it is no more the existing language of any present

nation, and their procedure of certification has not been trustworthy in

order to forward this message of God in an authentic way. However it in

some places it seems to be revelation of God. In short the importance of

"The sacred Book-Bible in reference of it's authentic prestige, had

always been hopless. It's mission, despcriptions and informations are in

contrast among themselves. The trust on this sacred book further

weakens due to invalibility of historical details, concrete reasons and the

eternal deficiency of rules and regulations.
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 **
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The word "Bible" comes from the Greak word "Biblia"

which means "books". So the Bible is really a collection of

library of many books. These books are divided in two
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parts, "The old Testment" and "The NewTestment".(3)

  

 




 
 

 (Bible) 
"It was invented in the fourth century by John Chrysostom

palriarch of constaintinople, who refered to the general

collection of Holy Books of the Jews as the "Bible" as the

Books.


 

The Christians sacred book or a collection of sacred books

often called "The Holy Bible". It consists in two parts,

"The old Testment" and "The New Testment". The Old

Testment contains 39 books while The New Testament

contains 27 books on which all Churches agree.(6)
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"The sacred scriptures of Judasim and Christiansity. The

Christain Bible consists of "The Old Testment" and "The

New Testment", with Roman Catholic and Eastern

Orthodox versions "The Old Testment being slightly

Larger because of their acceptance of certain books and

parts of books considered aporaphal by Protestant. The

Jewish Bible Includes only the books known to Christians

as Old Testament."(8)


  



 


 Encyclopedia Americana
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   (Encyclopedia of Christianity)  
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 (Testament) 












  "The Old Testament" 
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 (Guten Berg Bible)  


 Gaddes Mac Gregor

This Latin Edition is commonly called the Gutten Berg

Bible being all ributed to honre Gensfleisch, a printer, who

assumed the name "Gohn Guten berg" The first Bible ever

to be printed, appeared over five hundered years ago, it

was Latin adition published Vaiz, Germany not later than

the middle of August, 1456 printed in double columns,

forty two lines to a column, and two folio volums.(20)

 (Vellgate)  


"It was a good translation in its day, for Jerome was an
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extremely able man who worked from the Hebrew and

Greek originals." (21)





(Codx Epheraemi syr i 
 


 (Codex Vaticanns)  



 (Codex Bezoe)  Respectively)






"There are abundant nariations and disagreements between

manuscriptes.(22)


 









 Encyclopedia Brittanica 
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"Thousands of narations are existing in its manuscripts

and versions.(24)


  

  (Apocrypha) 



  
 


 Encyclopedia Brittanica
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 (T)  Ii 



 
 



 


 (Apocrypha) 
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 (Holy Scriptures)  





 

 
 


 (J.W Burgan) 
"Every book of it, every chapter of it, every verse of it,

every word of it even every letter of it, is the direct

utterance of the "Most High"(34)

 Encyclopedia Americana 

 
  (39) 
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 (Word of God)  
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 72  (Apocrypha) 
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